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Introduction 

Monetary policy enables the central bank to respond to
specific situation in the economy, to curb shocks (internal
and external, demand and supply) and consequently to
create an environment for sustainable price stability and
along with that also to support the stability of real econo-
my. In this sense, the loss of independent monetary poli-
cy due to euro adoption may constitute a serious dis-
advantage.

There are, however, indications suggesting that in
small, highly open economy with liberalized fluctuation of
capital, like Slovakia, monetary policy has a limited scope
for its operation. The loss of independent monetary poli-
cy will be therefore a substantially less disadvantageous
than for larger or less open economies.

Loss of independent monetary policy

Monetary policy under conditions 
of liberalized capital flows 
International capital flows in Slovakia are fully liberali-

zed due to the membership in OECD and EU. Capital and
financial flows considerably exceed imports and exports
of goods and services. Slovakia, being a transition eco-
nomy with low level of capital stock, needs to import capi-
tal from abroad. Besides foreign direct investment there
are also considerably less stable forms like debt financing
and portfolio flows.

Capital flows directed into and out of Slovakia respond
to domestic and also external stimuli. Domestic factors
include mainly the differential of interest rates between
Slovakia and euro area, capital gains, the development of
exchange rate and risk premia of the country. Out of
these factors domestic monetary policy can affect only
short-term interest rate and partially also foreign exchan-
ge rate. Other domestic policies are able to partially influ-
ence also some other factors, e.g. capital gains in Slova-

kia, but their capability to respond promptly is conside-
rably lower than in the case of the monetary policy.

Various external factors exert a profound influence on
capital flows in Slovakia, absolutely out of the influence of
domestic policies. These include the development of
world interest rates, regional influences and regional per-
ception of markets by investors, global liquidity supply
etc. In 2005 the foreign exchange rate of koruna against
euro was strongly affected by the developments in
Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic and it often did
not correspond to the domestic economic fundaments.
After entry of koruna into ERM II it is expected the region
will have a weaker influence on the koruna exchange
rate, but given the obligation to maintain the stability of
exchange rate within ERM II, nevertheless, monetary
policy will not be able to use the exchange rate for influ-
encing domestic economy.

With high openness and high capital flows it is quite
possible that net capital flows to Slovakia or their compo-
sition will not meet the needs of the domestic economy.
However, the possibility of monetary policy to respond to
such a situation is limited. If it sets domestic interest rates
according to the needs of the domestic economy, foreign
capital flows may shift foreign exchange rate to unfavo-
rable level. Disequilibrium of the exchange rate may
negatively affect foreign trade balance and also the deve-
lopment of inflation. If the monetary policy tries to set the
foreign exchange rate to an equilibrium level, it may beco-
me forced to accept interest rates which create or contri-
bute do economic imbalances, too high or too low
domestic investment or household saving.

With liberalized capital markets the monetary policy is
unable to guarantee both internal and external monetary
equilibrium (i.e. to guarantee proper setting of both
exchange rate and interest rates). The official interest
rates alone are not able to ensure fulfillment of more
objectives at the same time. Official foreign exchange
interventions appeared to have limited success and,
moreover, are an extremely expensive instrument. This is
not to say, however, that such equilibrium cannot occur,
but it also may not. A proper level of risk premia or favo-
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rable development abroad may contribute to a positive
development. There is also a possibility to reduce the
sensitivity of economy to external influences trough
a prudent, consistent and transparent economic policy.
A prudent institutional and regulatory regime within
financial sector is also important. In general, however,
a country exposure to global capital markets confronts
the monetary policy with difficult problems and leads to
imbalances which can be reduced through an appropria-
te adjustment of economic policy, but the risk of their
occurrence remains.2

Potential of an independent monetary policy 
to affect real economy 
The main objective of the Slovak monetary policy is

price stability, but along with that another legitimate
objective is the stabilization of real economy, the level of
output or employment rate. In contrast to the price stabi-
lity, however, the impact of monetary policy on real vari-
ables is very low. This arises out of the nature of the
monetary policy in Slovakia.

Monetary policy exerts influence on real economy via
several channels. The interest rate channel is considered
traditional – a change of nominal interest rates by the
central bank results in a change of real interest, which will
affect the aggregate demand, and subsequently inflation
and GDP. Large enterprises in Slovakia, which create the
largest proportion of value added, have currently easy
access to financial markets within the euro area. Therefo-
re, interest rates in euros are more important for them
than interest rates in korunas. The Slovak monetary poli-
cy affects only the behavior of households and small busi-
nesses. However, the volume of the credits of these
agents (in proportion to earnings) is considerably lower
than in the most developed countries. Therefore, also the
players that can be influenced by monetary policy are less
sensitive to the changes of interest rates. There is a dan-
ger, however, that even these smaller players may transfer
their financing into foreign currency, in particular should
the interest rates in korunas be very high. A similar deve-
lopment took place in Hungary or in Baltic countries. In
such case the monetary policy would almost absolutely
lose its impact on the development of real economy.

In Slovak conditions the exchange rate channel of
monetary policy transmission is considerably more signi-
ficant – a change of the central bank rates will change the
nominal exchange rate, which will affect relative prices of
imported and exported goods having a direct impact on
inflation and an indirect impact on aggregate demand.

In the case of strong and fast effects of the exchange
rate channel of monetary policy transmission its impact

on inflation is relatively high. However, it reduces the
capability of monetary policy to affect real economic vari-
ables. The real exchange rate against euro is defined as
follows:

foreign price level
real exchange rate = nominal exchange rate . –––––––––––––––––

domestic price level

If in consequence of monetary-policy decisions the
nominal exchange rate of koruna against euro moves,
this will be reflected also in inflation. For instance, with
restrictive monetary policy (decrease in nominal exchan-
ge rate) also the domestic inflation will decrease.
A decrease of domestic inflation (increase in the relative
price level abroad) compensates for the effect of the
nominal exchange rate on the real one, and the result is
a low effect of monetary policy on the real economy.
Thus, when the effects of the interest rate channel of
monetary policy transmission are weak, then the options
of the central bank to stabilize GDP or unemployment
rate are very limited.

Independent monetary policy versus entry 
to monetary union 
Unpredictable and hardly influenceable development of

exchange rate makes it difficult for the central bank to
achieve its objectives in the area of price stability and of
overall economic stability, too. Lower capacity of the cent-
ral bank to achieve its objectives may decrease its credi-
bility. In such a situation the central bank responses must
be more resolute than in the situation when having full
credibility. This can be subsequently adversely reflected
in the volatility of financial and monetary variables, and in
the development of real economy. It is therefore appropri-
ate to examine a more favorable option against the auto-
nomous independent monetary policy applied under con-
ditions of free movement of capital. Such option may be
an entry into a monetary union. The risk of unpredictable
development of similar nature as described above can be
minimized by accelerating preparations for joining the
euro area in conjunction with ongoing reforms.

The option of joining a monetary union versus the opti-
on of independent monetary policy has, apart from the
more or less intuitive justification above, also a deeper
one. Ravenna (2005) shows that in the case when the
central bank is lacking full credibility, then an increase of
credibility obtained through joining a monetary union, i.e.
guaranteeing a fixed exchange rate, will exceed a loss
arising from the abandonment of independent monetary
policy. Theoretical conclusions of the analysis have been
supported by empirical analysis of the relationship bet-
ween the credibility of the central bank and the regime of
monetary policy on a sample of 81 central banks. If we
apply such results to Slovakia, then entry to the euro area
represents a fully credible option of irrevocably fixed
exchange rate within the monetary union against the opti-
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on of independent monetary policy with lower credibility
of the central bank.

(A)symmetry of shocks in Slovakia 
and euro area 

A risk of joining the euro area is the loss of the possibili-
ty to independently influence the economy. If, for instance,
a country is in a recession and for its optimum functioning
it would need a more relaxed monetary policy, and if the
rest of the union is on the upswing and would need
a restrictive monetary policy, there appears a problem in
the regime of a single currency. The core of the problem
consists in non-synchronized development of the economy
of the country concerned and the rest of the union. It is
advantageous for a country to adopt single currency and
thus fix the exchange rate if its business cycle is similar to
the rest of the union and if there are preconditions of con-
vergence of business cycles in the future.

Before euro adoption and simultaneous abandonment
of autonomous monetary policy, it is important to answer
two essential questions:
• To what extent is the economic development in Slovakia

synchronized with the development of the euro area?
• What is the probability of sustainability of a similar cyc-

lic economic development?

Synchronization of business cycles 
A large body of literature deals with the synchronizati-

on of business cycles between the euro area and the
countries outside it (including Slovakia). The level of syn-
chronization is assessed according to the extent of cor-
relation between basic macroeconomic indicators. Long-
term trend or similar systematic component is removed
from the fundamental variables and the residuals are
interpreted as indicators of business cycle and reorgani-
zed into a new statistical data set arranged according to
individual states. Such data set is further statistically ana-
lyzed.

Although the conclusions of individual papers vary, we
can state that business cycles of the euro area and Slo-
vakia are slightly (but still) synchronized and that the costs
of introducing single currency should not be high. Moreo-
ver, it should be remembered that a certain proportion of
different cyclical development in Slovakia compared to the
euro area has been caused by the government reform
and stabilization programs. Restrictive reform “packages”
reduced the growth in Slovakia in the period of 1998 –
1999 when the growth in the euro area was high. On the
contrary, slowdown of reforms and expansive policy in
2002 affected Slovakia at the time when the euro area
was experiencing stagnation. After finalization of the most
essential reforms such extensive shocks caused by the
government will not recur, thus in the future we can expect
higher synchronization of cycles.

Symmetry of shocks 
The direction of the development of synchronization of

business cycles of two economies in the future is fundamen-
tally determined by how such economies respond to demand
and supply shocks. If they respond rather symmetrically, such
economies are likely to get synchronized over time.

Unless the shocks affecting the Slovak economy are
identical with the shocks affecting the whole euro area,
the loss of independent monetary policy will increase
macroeconomic volatility. The loss of independent mone-
tary policy will be the more important the less symmetric
are or will be the shocks in Slovakia and in the euro area.

Simulation of the effects of asymmetric shocks 
and the loss of independent monetary policy 
on the Slovak economy 
We simulate the effects of shocks on the Slovak econo-

my under independent monetary policy and under common
monetary policy in the euro area. Common monetary poli-
cy after euro adoption will not be able to respond to shocks
which are specific for Slovakia. Estimates of the correlation
of shocks range between 0 and 0.5. After joining the mone-
tary union, however, the correlation of shocks should in-
crease. We use zero correlation in the simulation, i.e. we
choose the least favorable variant.We simulate the effect of
the loss of independent monetary policy on inflation and
GDP in Slovakia in the prognostic model of the National
Bank of Slovakia (Gavura and Reľovský, 2005). We assu-
me that at the beginning of the simulation the economy is in
equilibrium. Every quarter the economy is exposed to
demand shocks. We have set standard deviation of shocks
according to historical shocks at 0.75 % GDP. It should be
noted that in the simulation we have exposed economy only
to shocks of usual magnitudes; we do not simulate extre-
mely big shocks, where an independent monetary policy
could have been more important.

We compare two simulations: in one of them monetary
policy is independent, with an inflation targeting regime
and freely floating exchange rate; in the other one the
monetary policy is determined by the ECB and the exchan-
ge rate is fixed. To be able to compare the simulations the
inflation target in the first one has been set so that it is con-
sistent with long-term constant exchange rate against euro
(setting the absolute level of inflation target does not influ-
ence the real impact of simulated shocks, however, it faci-
litates comparison of the results of both simulations).

The results of simulations are conditional on a theore-
tical rule for monetary policy response, which is used by
the prognostic model of NBS. The model put more emp-
hasis on price stabilization – lower inflation – than on the
stabilization of real economy. However, such setting of
the monetary rule is in compliance with monetary policy
of the NBS and also with the Act on the National Bank of
Slovakia (NBS) laying down the main objective of mone-
tary policy to be the maintenance of price stability. Such
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emphasis put by the monetary rule on the inflation stabi-
lization is compensated in final assessment of the loss of
independent monetary policy where inflation volatility is
evaluated mainly from the perspective of the central
bank, and hence considered to be a more significant loss
than if assessed by an ordinary consumer.

The comparison of both simulations shows that the
loss of independent monetary policy has only minor influ-
ence on the development of real economy (Figure 1).
GDP fluctuations will increase only slightly: standard
deviation with independent monetary policy is 1.04 %,
and with common monetary policy of ECB it is 1.11 %.

Independent monetary policy has significantly higher sta-
bilization impact on inflation (Figure 2). It is directly given by
the nature of inflation targeting of the current monetary poli-
cy. After the loss of independence the standard deviation of
inflation will increase from 0.24 % to 0.68 %.

Our results are very similar to the simulation of the
International Monetary Fund for the Czech Republic.
Schadler et al (2005) analyze euro area entry of the
Czech Republic in the International Monetary Fund GEM
model. After euro adoption the standard deviation of out-
put gap might increase from 1.7 % to 1.9 %, and standard
deviation of inflation from 1.7 % to 1.8 %. With regard to
a different structure and source parameters of models,

the absolute values of standard deviations are higher
than our results, however, differences between the two
simulations are much alike – approximately 0.1 – 0.2 %
for the Czech Republic (in IMF model), and 0.1 – 0.4 %
for Slovakia (in NBS model).

Value of more stable economic
environment 
The loss of independent monetary policy will lead to

a higher inflation volatility in Slovakia and also slightly
higher GDP or output gap volatility. The average level of
GDP, income per capita and inflation will not, however,
change.3 If the Slovak consumers were risk neutral, hig-
her stability of macroeconomic indicators with indepen-
dent monetary stability would have no value for them.
However, since most people are risk averse, they will pre-
fer a more stable environment.

We estimate the value of more stable
economic environment by comparing
certainty equivalents of both simulati-
ons. We assume constant relative risk
aversion coefficients range from 1 to 2.4

In calculation we have to sum up the
benefits of inflation stability with GDP
stability. To do so we use the Taylor rule
which sums the deviations of inflation
from a target and output gap fluctuati-
ons in one loss function. Relative inflati-
on weight ranges between 0.5 and 1
(the initial Taylor rule had relative inflati-
on weight equal to one, however, the
rule is set up for central banks which put
considerably higher weight on inflation
than the society would). We also assu-
me that inflation and GDP fluctuations
will be directly reflected in consumption
fluctuations. In practice, consumers may
smooth out the fluctuations by changing
the ratio of savings to earnings; therefo-
re our estimate of the value of more sta-
bility under independent monetary poli-
cy is overestimated.

We estimate the value of a loss of
independent monetary policy at 0.41 %
GDP with upper limit of the range equal
to 0.058 % GDP, and lower limit 0.024 %
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Figure 1 GDP fluctuations – output gap

Source: NBS, simulations.

Figure 2 Inflation fluctuations vis-à-vis long-term average

Source: NBS, simulations.

–––––––––––––––
3 It is confirmed in the simulations that monetary policy is

neutral in the long run.
4 CES/CRRA utility function (Constant elasticity of substituti-
on, Constant relative risk aversion):
U(C)=(C1-ϕ-1)/(1-ϕ); for g=1 U(C)=1n(C).
Estimates of relative risk aversion in literature :
Basic scenario 1.0
Friend and Blume (1975) 2.0
Fullenkamp, Tenorio and Battalio (2003) 0.6–1.5
Van Praag and Booij (2003) 3.7
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GDP. In 2005 it represents SKK 586 bil., or respectively
between SKK 343 bil. and SKK 829 bil. (lower and upper
limit).

As seen from the overview of literature and our calcu-
lations, the results of individual studies vary and in vari-
ous aspects they are not unambiguous. This is because
of using data for different periods and from various sour-
ces. In some studies (Fidrmuc a Korhonen, 2003; Mar-
cellino, 2003) rather strong correlation of demand
shocks, which has not been detected yet, is required as
a precondition for successful early entry to the euro area.
It is, however, necessary to consider the following facts:

Weak synchronization is caused, inter alia, by the fact
that while in the EU countries market mechanisms have
been in place for a long period of time, the acceding
countries are only in the process of transforming their eco-
nomies. This process is characterized by implementing (in
terms of the functioning market economy) non-standard
measures – in all areas of economic and social life
reforms have to be carried out, which induces enormous
costs; various stabilization periods must be implemented
so that economic agents adapt to the new conditions.
Over time the extent of such measures will fall, which will
undoubtedly lead to a stronger synchronization.

The reaction of countries like Spain (and to some
extent also Greece and Portugal) is currently in strong
symmetry with the euro area although at the time of their
entry to the euro area their behavior was similar to the
Slovak Republic at present. Thus it can be deduced that
as a result of closer cooperation and more intensive trade
a higher symmetry of responses to shocks and also hig-
her synchronization of business cycles between the Slo-
vak Republic (and other acceding countries) and the euro
area will take place.

Towards higher synchronization

Economic openness
For the entry of the Slovak Republic to the euro area the

share of the EU in Slovak foreign trade is important. The
openness of the Slovak economy is fast increasing and the
share of foreign trade with the EU countries is growing.
Since 2004, when the Slovak Republic together with neigh-
boring countries joined the EU, this share was about 80 %.

However, the thesis that the higher economic open-
ness and closer economic cooperation automatically lead
to the convergence of business cycles need not be enti-
rely true. Krugman (1993) presented and alternative view
on this issue. In his opinion, closer trade ties result in bet-
ter allocation of resources and higher output specializati-
on of individual countries. As the industrial production in
individual countries is becoming narrowly specialized,
economies of such countries become more vulnerable
and more predisposed to respond to shocks asymmetri-
cally. It means that as the output specialization of indivi-

dual countries is growing, the divergence of their busi-
ness cycles is increasing.

Measures that can prevent such scenario include flexi-
bility of the labor market and the development of intra-
industry foreign trade, i.e. exchange of goods among
countries within the same branches of industry.

Labor market flexibility dampens asymmetric effects of
shocks on the economy. Labor force mobility will ensure
migration of workers from regions or industries hit by
a negative shock to other regions or industries.

One of other methods of preventing output specialization
in our country and adapting its structure to that of the EU
countries involves the development of intra-industry trade.

Integration of intra-industry trade 
To measure the level of integration of intra-industry

trade a Grubel-Lloyd index (GLI)5 is used, which expres-
ses the share of the volume of intra-industry trade in the
total trade between two countries.

The values of this index for Slovakia (with respect to
the EU) has been rather high and from 1994 to 2004 it
has ranged between 0.8 and 0.9 (calculation based on
single digit SITC nomenclature). The index cannot provi-
de full information of intra-industry trade, but it seems that
the structure of the Slovak economy is getting adapted to
economies of the euro area countries, which creates the
prerequisites for symmetric effect of external shocks on
economy of the Slovak Republic and the euro area.

Economic structure 
The probability that shocks will be asymmetric or have

asymmetric impact depends on the structure of the eco-
nomy. If the structure of the economy is significantly dif-
ferent from the euro area, even the same shocks may
have a different impact on Slovakia and lead to asyn-
chronous business cycle. Similarly, with a different struc-
ture of economy there will be a higher probability that
shocks from domestic environment will differ from those
occurring outside Slovakia.

Since 1995 the structure of the Slovak economy has
become significantly closer the euro area. The proportion
of individual sectors in NACE-6 classification is shown in
Figure 3. In 10 years Slovakia has markedly approached
the structure of the euro area in agriculture, industry,
financial and public services. The same level has been
achieved in construction; differences have deepened only
in some private services. With expected growth of car
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X and M denominate export and import of SITC commoditi-
es between the Slovak Republic and the EU. A value of this
index equal to 0 means that trade is carried out between
industries (i.e. trading is getting specialized); a value equal to
1 indicates exclusively intra-industry trade.
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production in Slovakia certain divergence of industry
(Box 1) is likely in the future, however, in other sectors
approximation to the euro area should continue.

Data in Figure 3 can be expressed also with the help of
a summary indicator. The sum of squares of variances
between Slovakia and euro area has declined since 1995
from 188 % to 85 %. If such trend of structural approxi-
mation continues, Slovakia should become even more
synchronized with euro area.

Summary

Synchronization of business cycles of Slovakia and
euro area, which is currently not very high, is very impor-

tant for euro adoption in Slovakia.
Its increase will be promoted if
both economies respond similarly
(symmetrically) to external
shocks. The process of symmetri-
zation grows with strengthening
foreign trade cooperation. This
trade, however, should be perfor-
med among individual countries
within the same industries (i.e. the
intensity of intra-industry trade
should increase), which would
ensure approximation of the pro-
duction structure of Slovakia to the
EU and a narrow specialization of
the Slovak economy would be pre-
vented. Since the structure of the
Slovak economy is becoming simi-
lar to the euro area structure, gra-
dual increase of symmetry and
synchronization of Slovakia with
the core of the monetary union
can be expected.
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Figure 3 Comparison of economic structure of Slovakia and euro area

A-B: agriculture, hunting and fishing, C-E: manufacturing total, F: construction, G-I: services – wholesale and
retail trade, repairs, hotels and restaurants, transport, storage, communication, J-K: financial intermediation,
real estate, renting, L-P: public administration, defense, social security, education, health care, social services
Source: Eurostat.

Box 1 Automobile industry and the risk of asymmetric shocks
Automobile sector is the most important export industry of Slovakia and one the fastest growing indu-

stries in Slovakia. In the sector of means of transport manufacturing represented mainly by car production
value added in 2004 amounted to SKK 26 bil. However, automobile sector is linked to a large amount of other
production and a large number of subcontractors; accordingly we estimate the total contribution of car pro-
duction in Slovakia to be over two times higher. Currently, net car exports amounts to SKK 65 bil. per year.
Total gross export amounts to SKK 150 bil., i.e. approximately one seventh of the total export of Slovakia.

By the end of 2006 two more large automobile factories will start producing in Slovakia. After achieve-
ment of full production in 2010, Slovakia should product about 900 thousand cars a year, and thus will beco-
me the largest producer of automobiles per capita (approximately 170 cars per thousand inhabitants follo-
wed by Belgium in the second place with 90 cars per thousand citizens). Our assumptions indicate the total
gross export of automobiles after 2010 will amount to over SKK 420 bil. (in current prices) and value added
including domestic subcontractors may reach as much as 10 % of GDP. For comparison, in developed
countries car production contributes to GDP by approximately 2 to 3 %.

Shocks in automobile industry may hit Slovakia asymmetrically because the share of car production in GDP
in Slovakia will be three times higher than in the euro area. However, in the context of entry to the euro area two
questions should be considered: 1) What is the capacity of the Slovak automobile sector to cope with a possib-
le negative shock without reducing output and employment; 2) What would be the capacity of independent
monetary policy to help automobile sector and economy in general to cope with such an asymmetric shock?

The answer to the first question is that car production in Slovakia has relatively good capacity to flexibly
respond to possible shocks. For at least ten forthcoming years we can expect that should a negative shock
occur in the world automobile industry, the factories in Slovakia will rank among the last ones forced to redu-
ce production or dismiss employees. The existing or planned car production in Slovakia is focused on rela-
tively attractive segments. However, even more important is that production costs, in particular labor costs,
are relatively low while labor productivity is high.

As regards the second question, it should be stated that even at present the Slovak monetary policy has
a limited scope to respond to the development within automobile industry. This sector is almost exclusive-
ly export oriented, its import intensity is also very high and it acquires finances on international markets.
Since monetary policy is not able to influence this sector, the loss of independent monetary policy will not
mean higher exposure of the Slovak economy to the shocks in automobile industry.
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